Industry recognition
• Defense Intelligence Agency’s John Potter Award
• National Defense Industrial Association’s industry leadership award
• Department of Defense Cogswell Award for Outstanding Industrial Security
• The National Reconnaissance Office’s Director’s Team Award
• CMMI Level 3 for Software and Systems Engineering
• NSA-sponsored Frank R. Rowlett Award for excellence in information assurance
• NASA George M. Low Award
• NASA Goddard Space Flight Center Contractor Excellence Award

Growth and innovation
• 100 fastest-growing companies – Fortune magazine
• Top 100 IT company – BusinessWeek magazine
• 400 best big companies in the nation – Forbes.com
• A-Space, a Web 2.0-enhanced Intelligence Community collaboration tool, developed by ManTech, named a top 50 invention
• CORIN™ XLS, transparent polyimide film used in space and electronics; selected as one of the top 100 most innovative and technologically significant new products – R&D™ Magazine

Employer of choice
• Most valuable employer for the military – CivilianJobs.com
• Top ten military friendly employer – G.I. Jobs magazine
• Top ten best employer for vets – Military Times Edge magazine

Test, Evaluation and Analysis Services
ManTech has more than 40 years of experience providing strategic and test exercise planning and execution, architecture development, systems engineering, test and evaluation (T&E), and analysis and integration of core competencies from front-end mission analysis to fielding advanced technology systems for numerous U.S. government customers across major federal departments.

Our knowledge of Department of Defense (DoD) acquisition category (ACAT) T&E policy and procedures, Major Range Test Facility Base (MRTFB) policies and practices and the widely accepted System Engineering Life Cycle (SELC) ensure the following: technical solutions are complete and align with test requirements, testing is rigorous and test environments accurately represent the operational environment.

ManTech engineers execute in an integrated manner, engaging with users and fellow engineers (i.e., test and systems engineers) from the beginning Requirements Definition Phase through Developmental T&E and Operational T&E. Our integrated approach ensures comprehensive and complete solutions that meet the end user needs—saving time and resources.

Tailorable, Agile Solutions
Development test and operational test
• Requirements management
• Vendor test oversight
• Defect tracking and reporting
• Program control
• Test planning and execution
• Modeling and simulation (operational and physics based)
• Data collection, analysis and reporting

Test, evaluation and analysis
• Detailed test and evaluation plans and reports, including master plans and system evaluation reports
• Integrated master test schedules
• Analysis plans (experiment and design)
• Milestone decision support

Test exercise support
• Technical planning, site preparation and implementation
• Information assurance and data analysis
• Test bed management
• Test artifact prequalification and advance testing
• Installation, operation and configuration of test equipment
• Conference coordination, including participant “system-under-test”
• Test scheduling and implementation
• Test plans/reports development

Voice communication
• Defense Switched Network testing on circuit switches and transport systems
• Defense Red Switched Network (DRSN) testing and training

For more information contact:
Scott Garren - Vice President, Business Development Systems Engineering and Advanced Technology
Scott.garren@mantech.com

Scott Carlson - Vice President, Business Development Technical Services Group
Scott.carlson@mantech.com

www.mantech.com
Communications Exercise (JUCE), Cobra Gold, Roving Sands, Coalition Warrior Interoperability Demonstration (COWID) and EUCOM-sponsored Combined Endeavor exercises. For the JTC, ManTech has established itself as a center of excellence with an unparalleled capability to provide exercise support in a joint environment, certifying tactical and strategic C4 Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (C4ISR) systems used in electronic warfare and electronic intelligence.

Defense Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA)
ManTech supports DARPA program managers across the full project execution life cycle, including new concept/project development, acquisition strategy, project solicitation, technical and systems engineering assessment, financial analysis, test planning and execution, performance and business monitoring and technology transition.

Aeroballistics
ManTech engineers and technicians test bombs, racks, pods, drop tanks and nearly anything that can be installed on the wing of an aircraft or fuselage of a helicopter. ManTech's experienced personnel perform test and evaluation in support of many weapon systems, including:

- Safe Escape Automation Layer (SEAL)
- "Weapon-eering" and Stores Planning (WASP)
- Automated Weapon Planning and Delivery Tool
- Warhead Fragmentation Characterization and Safe Escape Analysis
- Aircraft Armament Control Systems Operability and Sustainability
- Weapons Separation Analysis Software
- Tactical Hazard, Mass Properties and Certification Testing

Aeroballistics
ManTech engineers conduct physics-based and operational modeling during the test planning phase to refine test objectives and test designs.

National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), Radar Futures Group
ManTech continues to work for the NRO analyzing strategic acquisition of new technologies that enhance national security. ManTech has led planning support for strategic studies, war games and joint planning, and analysis efforts that defined and validated the integrated national security architecture for overhead imagery and high-resolution, near-real-time reconnaissance. ManTech developed the primary modeling and simulation tools necessary to analyze the throughput and timely performance of overhead radar system alternatives, planned and executed trade studies to define the architectural and performance basis for selection and technology development, and related these capabilities to Joint service users' intelligence and national security needs.

Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA)
Under multiple competitive delivery order awards on the Weapons of Mass Destruction-Defeat Technology (WMD- DT) contract ManTech provides system engineering support to DTRA's Global Strike initiatives through three cyclical activities: planning and coordination, integration and testing and, demonstration.
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